IntSights for FireEye
External Threat Protection and Enterprise Security

IntSights and FireEye deliver end-to-end threat intelligence and protection for joint customers, enabling them to defend against and neutralize cyber threats wherever they reside, within the network or outside the wire. Together, IntSights and FireEye help enterprise security teams maximize the value of threat intelligence with integration, orchestration, and automation. Analysts can rapidly detect, investigate, and remediate external threats while simultaneously accelerating incident response.

Massive volumes of threat data from the clear, deep, and dark web do not translate into actionable intelligence or effective security without vital business context that points security teams to the threats and exposures that pose the greatest risk to their organizations. Enterprises need broad visibility into the external threat environment and tailored intelligence that drives the rapid response required to protect the organization from any external threat.

The powerful combination of IntSights and FireEye allows organizations to significantly extend their cyber defenses beyond the corporate perimeter. Enterprise security teams are able to dismantle threats before they become full-fledged cyberattacks that steal sensitive data, compromise devices, and tarnish brand reputation.

Integration Overview: How It Works
The IntSights plug-in enables FireEye Helix to consume IntSights-enriched IOCs for further aggregation, analysis, and remediation. Security analysts can execute and coordinate incident response protocols through prebuilt playbooks from within the Helix console. This joint solution ensures customers can maximize IntSights external threat intelligence for enhanced security and threat protection across the FireEye solution stack.

Integration Benefits
- Real-time, broad visibility into external threat environment
- Improved situational awareness
- Targeted threat intelligence mapped to specific digital assets
- External threat intelligence fused with existing security infrastructure
- Actionable intelligence that triggers orchestrated response
- Enriched IOCs prioritized according to risk context, severity, and relevance
IntSights External Threat Protection

IntSights ETP is the only all-in-one solution suite purpose-built to detect and neutralize threats outside the wire. Enterprise security teams gain unparalleled visibility into threats targeting their organization across the clear, deep, and dark web. Integrated one-click remediation ensures prompt enforcement capable of executing simultaneous workflows to initiate external takedowns and push IOCs to internal security devices or applications for immediate threat validation and blacklisting. IntSights ETP delivers the critical data and comprehensive protection security teams need to effectively safeguard their organizations from today’s proliferating external threats.

The IntSights Advantage

**Expanded Visibility**
- Continuously monitor your digital footprint and security posture.
- Discover, aggregate, and analyze relevant threats lurking in hidden places on the web.
- Contextualize and enrich security alerts with threat data.
- Fine-tune alerts based on your specific threat criteria.

**Tailored Intelligence**
- Centralize intelligence feeds and harness relevant threat data for rapid response.
- Prioritize and investigate critical IOCs targeting your digital assets.
- Proactively block and remediate prioritized threats.

**Orchestrated Mitigation**
- Automatically enforce security policies.
- Initiate instant takedowns of malicious web content.
- Correlate intelligence data, collected from thousands of external sources and feeds, with your FireEye SOAR and SIEM solutions.
FireEye Enterprise Security
Security operations require a holistic foundational approach. FireEye offers customers fully integrated enterprise-grade security that detects, protects, and responds to network, email, and endpoint threats.

Helix Security Platform (Incident Response)
Simplify, integrate, and automate security operations to stop threats faster
The FireEye Helix security operations platform integrates security tools and augments them with next-generation SIEM, orchestration, and threat intelligence capabilities to maximize the value of security investments.

Features and Capabilities
- Maximize ROI of security tools with next-gen SIEM, orchestration, and threat intelligence capabilities.
- Efficiently manage alerts, analysis, investigations, and reporting.
- Integrate IntSights contextual intelligence for immediate situational awareness.
- Detect and minimize the impact of security incidents.
- Centralize security data for complete visibility into threats and vulnerabilities.
- Search alert and event data from multiple sources for flexible pivoting and fast hunting.

Security Orchestrator
Simplify threat response through orchestration and automation
Security orchestration and automation helps organizations improve response times, reduce risk exposure, and maintain process consistency across security programs. Being able to simplify security operations means being able to prioritize alerts and improve staff efficiencies.

Security orchestration capabilities are available within FireEye Helix and as part of the FireEye SO Content bundle app. Security Orchestrator is not sold as a separate solution.

Features and Capabilities
- Integrate and automate technologies and processes across IT infrastructure.
- Access security tools from a single console.
- Streamline security tasks and accelerate response.
- Optimize efficiency of incident response.
- Give security teams the edge against attackers with prebuilt playbooks.
GET STARTED TODAY:

- Go to the FireEye SO Content Bundle to install the IntSights Security Orchestrator Plug-in for FireEye Helix.
- If you are an IntSights customer, you can also contact your SE for specific information on how to integrate with FireEye Helix.

Learn more about how IntSights and FireEye can help you build a better cyber defense. Request a demo.

About IntSights
IntSights is revolutionizing cybersecurity operations with the industry’s only all-in-one external threat protection platform designed to neutralize cyberattacks outside the wire. Our unique cyber reconnaissance capabilities enable continuous monitoring of an enterprise’s external digital profile across the clear, deep, and dark web to identify emerging threats and orchestrate proactive response. Tailored threat intelligence that seamlessly integrates with security infrastructure for dynamic defense has made IntSights one of the fastest-growing cybersecurity companies in the world. IntSights has offices in Amsterdam, Boston, Dallas, New York, Singapore, Tel Aviv, and Tokyo. To learn more, visit: intsights.com or connect with us on LinkedIn, Twitter, and Facebook.

About FireEye
FireEye is the intelligence-led security company. Working as a seamless, scalable extension of customer security operations, FireEye offers a single platform that blends innovative security technologies, nation-state grade threat intelligence, and world-renowned Mandiant® consulting. With this approach, FireEye eliminates the complexity and burden of cyber security for organizations struggling to prepare for, prevent, and respond to cyberattacks.